1. Of course such a result is trivial if the ball is strictly convex (when each of its boundary points is extreme) since it just asserts that any finite codimensional closed subspace which meets the ball meets its extreme elements. But for L φ (μ) the unit ball will have flat spots on its boundary corresponding to horizontal segments in the graph of φ = Φ', and the strong sort of density of extreme points the result implies is nontrivial. We shall obtain the analogue in fact as an application of Liapounoffs theorem (resulting from the use of support functionals suggested by [3] ), and, although characterizations of the extreme points of the balls could be avoided, we shall obtain these too, so that Lindenstrauss' elegant proof of the Liapounoff result [5, 6] can also be applied.
Needless to say the assertion of the result makes sense for any Banach space, and fails if no extreme points exist; indeed it fails for L°°(μ) if our map is not w* continuous. But it easily fails with that restriction, for example for the space of real measures on [ -2, -1] U [1, 2] 
and the map into R provided by v -> / sgn t v(dt).
Finally we adapt the argument of [3] to one instance where neither of the approaches to the reflexive case applies (Theorem 2 below).
as the extended graph of φ; then equality holds in Young's inequality
ab< Φ(a) + Ψ(b), aίla,b>0
iff (α, b) lies on the extended graph of φ. Assuming the convex function Φ has at most exponential growth at infinity (so Φ(2t) < MΦ(t) for / large, the "Δ 2 -condition" [1, 2, 7] ) insures the class of real (or complex) functions is a linear space; this becomes a Banach space when appropriately normed, in particular when which is convex by Jensen's inequality, is taken as the closed unit ball (yielding the Luxemburg norm || || [2] ). The Δ 2 condition then also guarantees [2, p. 64] (μ) gives an equivalent norm || || + , the functional norm, and corresponding results hold then as well. It is probably worth noting that L φ (μ) c L\μ) always, since some line of positive slope lies under the graph of Φ and μ is finite.)
When both Φ and Ψ satisfy the Δ 2 condition L φ (μ) and L ψ (μ) are thus a dual pair of reflexive Banach spaces (and conversely [2] ), and we have the following, where S e denotes the set of extreme points of S. THEOREM 
If μ is α non-αtomic probability measure and the dual Young's functions Φ, Ψ satisfy the Δ 2 condition, then for any continuous linear map p of L φ (μ) to R w
Finally, if { [a , bj] } are the maximal intervals of constancy 1 of φ, and bj/Oj > η > 1 for allj with aj > 0, then p(Bi' φ ) = p(B| J.
Assuming p is continuous is equivalent to assuming p weakly continuous, and p(u) = f u(t)y(t) μ(dt), wherey = (y l9 ... 9 y n ) has^ e L ψ (μ).
In case the y i are in fact bounded we need not assume reflexivity; only Φ need satisfy the Δ 2 -condition. THEOREM As we have remarked earlier the flat spots in the boundary of the balls needed to make the results non-trivial are provided by intervals of constancy for φ; these also figure in the following simple characterization of B φ which allows us easily to adapt Lindenstrauss' proof of Liapounoff s theorem [6, 5.5 ] to obtain the first half of Theorem 1. The corresponding and similar result for Bψ* μ9 along with the (more complicated) proofs relating to B£ 9 will be given in §6. With this in hand one easily modifies the final step in Lindenstrauss' proof to obtain Theorem 1 (which applies since reflexivity provides the needed weak compactness): we have only to see an extreme point of the subset of B φ μ mapping onto a given point is extreme in B φμ . But if not by Theorem 3 \u Q \~1(a J , bj) has positive measure for some j, so \ u o\~ll a j + ε > bj ~~ ε ί a^so does for some ε > 0. Now one chooses a non-zero u supported by that set with sgn u = sgn u 0 , \u\ < ε and p(u) = 0, / Φ(|w 0 ± u\) dμ = 1, all of which are possible since Φ is linear on \a } , bj] and \u 0 + u\ = (u 0 + u) sgn u 0 , \u 0 -u\ = (u 0 -w)sgn u 0 , while we can take Ju sgn u 0 dμ = 0 and p(u) = 0 with u still non-trivial, indeed of modulus ε on \u Q \~ι[aj + ε 9 bj -ε] by Liapounoff s theorem itself. Thus ρ(u 0 ± u) = ρ(u 0 ) and u 0 ± u G B Φ μ , our contradiction.
3. Theorem 3 easily follows from the next two lemmas (as we shall see later), which will prove basic to our argument. LEMMA Young's functions Φ, Ψ and 0 < v G L ψ (μ) with I Ψ(λυ) dμ < oo for 0 < λ < λ 1? we have jφ{ψ(λv))dμ < oo forO < λ < λ lβ 268 I. GLICKSBERG (In particular this applies for all λ > 0 if υ is bounded or Ψ satisfies the Δ 2 condition, our applications in Theorems 2 and 1, respectively.) For the proof, note that because
For any dual
our hypothesis says the conclusion (for λ < λ x -ε) is equivalent to
while the difference quotient is bounded by
for 0 < h < ε. So by dominated convergence
In essence we shall prove Theorem 1 by noting that for any x 0 e p(B φ μ ) (or ρ(Bψ μ ), later) there is an element w 0 of the boundary of B φ μ which maps onto x 0 (because p has a non-trivial kernel), whence x 0 lies in the image of a supporting subset of the boundary by Hahn-Banach. So it will suffice to see each supporting subset has the desired property for its extreme points. One is led thus to consider how an element of L ψ maximizes on B φμ , which we turn to next. We shall then give the proof of Theorems 1, 3, and finally Theorem 2, as they relate to B φ .
Suppose a non-zero v ^ L ψ (μ) is given and Ψ satisfies the Δ 2 condition or υ is bounded. Then by Lemma 1 we haveψ(λ|ί;|) e L φ (μ) for all λ > 0. To see how
is achieved (if at all), note that if we could choose a λ 0 > 0 so that (5) and (6) imply (3) and (4), hence that u λ maximizes.
In fact, precisely because of the horizontal segments in the graph of φ, we may not have a λ 0 yielding (2) (5) and (6), and thus (3) and (4) for the resulting u. Indeed if b(λ 0 + ) = 1 we simply increase \u o \ to bj on (λ o |t;|)~1(c y ) for each j; if not we choose the largest N for which the sum of the first N terms on the right side of (7) 
Then there are u in B φ which provide the maximum in (1), and they are just those u satisfying (5) and (6) . Moreover,
For the final assertion, note that by (4) we have and we only have to see Λ(λ) = (l/λ)(l + j Ψ(λ\v\) dμ) minimizes at λ = λ 0 . But h has a left hand derivative everywhere which is
(using equality in Young's inequality), so the result is < 0 for λ < λ 0 , > 0 for λ > λ 0 . Since the convex function λ -> j Ψ(λ\v\) dμ is absolutely continuous, so is A. Thus, as the integral of this derivative, it has its minimum at λ n .
REMARK. For later use we should note that λ 0 alone provides our minimum unless our derivative is zero on an interval (λ 0 -ε, λ 0 ] where the range of λ\v\ lies entirely in the intervals of constancy of ψ.
We 
Hence for h = (χ Fχ -χ F^) sgn u we have u ± εh e B φfl so w cannot be extreme, completing our proof.
4. In effect we have also proved Theorem 1 if we adapt Lindenstrauss' proof as indicated before. On the other hand, because p has a nontrivial kernel, as noted earlier any x 0 e ρ(B φ μ ) is the image of an element u 0 of the boundary of B φ μ . Thus we can invoke the Hahn-Banach theorem to produce a functional, given by some υ e L φ (μ) (by the Δ 2 -condition for Φ), which maximizes over B φ μ at u 0 . Since Ψ also satisfies the Δ 2 condition, Lemma 2 implies the support set υ provides consists of those u in B φφ satisfying (5) and (6) . The fact that an extreme point lies therein which also maps onto x 0 is in fact a consequence of Liapounoff s theorem itself. For from our discussion of the maximization question (1) Since sgn u = sgn u 0 = sgn v, and Φ is linear on [a j9 bj] 9 this is equivalent to the fact that, for certain g,Ae L\μ) 9
Thus our supporting u, determined off D\ must satisfy two constraints onΰ':
a.e. on (λ Q \υ\)~\cj), a j < \u\ < b j and sgnw = sgny (9) (unless uυ = 0), or equivalently, unless Cj = 0, # y < u sgn υ < by
In order to map onto x 0 any such u would also satisfy
gives rise to p. But now the variation possible on D' is trivially affinely equivalent to that in an (n + l)-dimensional Liapounoff problem: setting [aj, bj] forces u t {t) = u(t) a.e. there too.
5. In the setting of Theorem 2 we cannot appeal wholly to either of the approaches used for Theorem 1: without weak compactness we cannot invoke the Krein-Milman Theorem as in Lindenstrauss' proof, and the approach through Hahn-Banach and maximization cannot use the boundedness of our components^. What will exploit that is the argument of [3] giving a controlled approach to Liapounoff s result: given x 0 in p(B φ μ ) we choose a minimal set E G S capturing x 0 in the sense that x 0 lies in (12) K y (E) = {p(uχ E ) = f uydμ: u e B φ^; then x 0 must lie in the boundary of this set so that an element θ of R" provides a supporting functional there, and θ -y & L ψ (μ) then provides a bounded function against which any uχ E mapping onto x 0 must maximize. We then shall see there is a«χ £ e B Φ ΦE mapping onto JC 0 , and we extend this to all of X by an appropriate detour. The details will require some technical refinements of the arguments of [3] , all possible precisely because of the assumed boundedness of y.
Let K*(E) denote the subset of K y (E) defined similarly with B φ μ in place of B φ μ . In order to proceed we first need to see K y (E) (trivially convex) is always closed. We can assume (.FiX£,...,J^χ^) are linearly independent (or restrict our attention to a lower dimensional map). But any point x 0 in dK y (E) lies in a support set of K y (E)~ given by a unit vector θ in R", so x 0 = p(uχ E ) for some u only if uχ E provides the supremum of / uχ E θ ydμ over B φfl , and such u exist by Lemma 2. Moreover our maximizing u has, for some λ 0 = λ θ > 0,(\u(t)\ 9 λ θ \θ -y(t)\) in the extended graph of φ a.e., and so is bounded since y is.
In fact there is a bound M independent of our unit vector θ e S n~λ : for μ{ t e E: \θ y{t)\ > 0} > 0 by independence, so given θ, Because of this no u e χ E B φ μ which assumes values of modulus > M on a set of positive measure can have p(χ E u) = p(u) e 9jfiΓ j μ (£') since then it would maximize for some θ. Consequently dK y (E) remains unchanged if we alter φ on (2ΛΓ, oo) so as to obtain Φ 1? Ψ λ both satisfying the Δ 2 -condition, as we can trivially do; in fact we can take <p x linear on (2M, oo) and thus insure that lim^^ Φ λ (t)/t = oo. If we now set then this is a compact convex set because of the weak compactness of B ΦιfJL reflexivity insures, and by the preceding all of dK y (E) is provided by w's bounded by M so necessarily lies in K y (E). We conclude K y (E) = K y (E), and K y (E) is closed as asserted. (Note that our M and Φ λ obtained for E can be used equally well for its subsets to obtain the same conclusions.)
Now because of this and the boundedness of y we can also see K y (f\E n ) = ΠK y (E n ) for a decreasing sequence {E n }, as we must to construct our minimal E. To obtain this we only have to show x 0 e Π K y (E n ) lies in K y (E), E = Π E n . But having chosen M and Φ λ corresponding to E x as above, we have x 0 = p(u n χ E ) for each n, with u n e J5 Φi?μ since K y (E n [2, p. 94 ] lim^Φ^O/' = *o implies {u n } is equi-integrable ||p(w n χ^) -p(u n χ E )\\ = \\f EΛE u n ydμ\\ -> 0 since y is bounded. Thus x 0 = lim ρ(u n χ E ) lies in K (E) since the set is closed and ρ{u n χ E ) e i^(£) = K y (E).
We can now see how the argument of [3] adapts. Suppose x 0 e K y (E). We let c x = mί{μ{E): E^E λ = X,x^ K y (E)} and choose an E 2 from the competing E so that c x < μ(E 2 ) < c λ + ε~1(μ(£' 1 ) -c x ). Continuing we obtain a decreasing sequence {E k } and a non-decreasing sequence {c k } with
For .E = Π JE^. we know by the preceding that K y (E) = Π K y (E k ), so x 0 e K y (E). As a consequence
since otherwise x 0 is interior to K y (E) and we can remove a bit of E to obtain a subset F of smaller measure with x 0 e ^(T 7 ); then ^(i 7 ) < <f or some /: since μ(F) < μ(E) < lim c k9 contradicting the definition of c k .
Because of (13) we have aίeR" supporting K y (E) at x 09 and by (12) (14) θ • x 0 = Now exactly the argument of §4, with μ replaced by μ E and v by θ y 9 shows that
where u e Bφ μ^ indeed u sgn θ y assumes extreme values wherever any variation is possible for any μ maximizing (14 It might be noted that the role of the induction step in our proof [3] has been taken by Liapounoff s Theorem itself.
6. We now turn to B£ tli and the functional norm || H* on L φ (μ). In order to obtain analogous results we consider the problem of maximizing a functional given by v e L ψ (μ) over B£ μ . Recall that by Lemma 2 (with Φ and Ψ interchanged) we have We claim λ 0 = λ w (as in (16) 
., (λjκ(f)|, \v(t)\) in the extended graph ofφ and arg u(t) = arg v(t) (except where uv = 0). Finally u -> λ~ι is affine on our support set except when \υ\ has its range entirely in
Since J Ψ(\v\) dμ = 1 we conclude u -* l/λ u is affine on our support set except precisely when μ(\υ\~\D)) = 1. Finally, as we shall need later K = 0 is also equivalent by (20) In fact if u is bounded we do not need the Δ 2 -conditions. Note that in particular if there are only finitely many intervals of constancy we have a complete characterization.
Suppose first our u satisfies (i)-(iii). Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 2 (with Φ and Ψ interchanged) we can alter v = ψ(λ u \u\) sgn u so as to obtain v e L ψ (μ) with /Ψ(M) dμ = 1 while (λ u \u(t)\, \v(t)\) lies on the extended graph of φ and sgn υ = sgn u a.e.. Note moreover that (with c p a'j, b' as in Lemma 2°) in altering v on the sets (λ M |w|)~1(cj), unless we are forced to increase \v\ to b' } for ally (just the case where we can always alter \υ\ so that on some such set a'j < \v\ < bj on a set of positive measure, and thus have μ(\v\~~ι(D)) < 1 necessarily (since such values cannot give rise to points on the horizontal segments of the extended graph of φ). So we have (22) μ(\υ\~\D)) < 1, or /*(φ(λ>(0l +)) μ(dt) = 1.
Now by Lemma 2°, as a functional v maximizes over B£ , at our w, hence Ίί u = \u x + \u 2 with u t G 1?£ , necessarily at each w, as well. So (λ M li/ ίOI? 1^(01) li es o n the extended graph and sgn u t = sgny = sgn u a.e., andλ^w,. = \ u u except on the \v\~1(c J ). Henceλ u u i = λ u u except on the \v\~\cj) where α y -< \ u \u t \ < bj, or λ" 1^. < \u t \ < λ~*bj.
We now have two cases: either (21) fails (K Φ 0) and u -> λ" 1 is affine, or (21) holds. In the first case since λ" 1 = Kλ" 1 4-λ^1) we have on \v\~~\Cj) and thus from the assumed extremity of the values of \u\ on that set we must have Ittxl = λ" 1^ and \u 2 \ = λ^α,-where |w| = λ" 1^.
(and similarly for the bj) 9 which says λ Wi |w 2 1 = λ u \u\ = λ w jw 2 | a.e. on all X. But now λ w = 1 + /Φ(λ M |w,|) dμ = 1 + /Φ(λjw|) dj u, = λ M and we conclude u i = w, so u is extreme, as desired.
In the second case, where by (21) S\υ\-ι {D) uv dμ = I and also μ(\v\~\D)) = 1, we necessarily have υ = vχ M -ι {D) so /Ψ(|uχ |£;Γ i (Z)) D ί/μ = 1. Since \υ\ = φ(λ M |w|) on |^|~1(e / ) except when (α y is a discontinuity of φ and) On the other hand when μ(\v\~1(D)) = 1 we cannot have λjw| < ηbj for ally, with η < 1, since then λ = η~ιλ u has the property that a y < λ\u\ < bj on \v\~ι(Cj) 9 whence φ(λ|w|) = φ(^y + ) = c J9 all j 9 so jψ(φ(λ\u\)) dμ = JΨ(φ(λ u \u\ + )) dμ = 1 by (22), which contradicts the definition of λ M . Consequently for ε > 0 we have λ Jw| > (1 -ε)bj on a set of positive measure for somey, and thus λ^(l -t)bj < \u\ = έk| + \\u 2 \ < \\fbj + \\-Jbj on that set. So λ'^l -ε) < ^λ^1 + ^λ^1 for any ε > 0, and λ" 1 < ^λ" We can now simply observe that our adaptation of Lindenstrauss' proof to show p(5| ) = ρ(B φ ) applies with little change to yield the assertion of Theorem 1 in the present case (where we assume bj/aj > θ > 1). Indeed if u 0 is extreme in the subset of Bψ mapping onto a given x 0 in R", and not in B^e μ then ||w o ||* = 1 (or choosing u x Φ 0 in kern p we have u 0 ± εu λ in B£ ). Since u 0 is not extreme, by Theorem 3°w e know that (iii) fails or that there is a j and ε > 0 for which |w o |~1[λ~o 1 β y + ε, λ~*bj -ε] has positive measure. In the second case we now choose a non-zero u supported by that set with sgn u = sgn w 0 , p(w) = 0 and (l/λ Mo )(l + /Φ(λ Uo |ιι o ± u\) dμ) = 1, all of which are possible (with \u\ = ε on our set) by Liapounoffs theorem as before. In order to prove Theorem 2 for B£ we first note that by Lemma 2°f or x 0 = p(χ E u) e dK y (E) and θ supporting there (λ θ ju(t)\ 9 \θ y(t)\) lies on the extended graph of φ a.e., where λ^ = 1 + / Φ(λ θ μ \u\) dμ > 1, so one has \u\ < \\y\\ = M with a bound independent of x 0 . Again one has K y {E) = Ky(E), so the former is closed as before.
Once more we obtain our minimal E with x 0 Ξ dp(χ E B^ ). Now exactly as in the proof of the first assertion of Theorem 2 we can take independent, and thus for some ε > 0 n-\ (24) μ{/e£: \θ y(t)\ > e) > ε for all θ e 5
As a consequence, in L ψ (μ E ) \\θ ^|| has a positive lower bound independent of θ: for if we choose k > 0 so that Ψ( A:) > 1/ε then by (24) so (λ;/ε)||0 j|| > 1, and m = ε/k is our lower bound. Thus
Let M λ be the larger oim' ι M and If we now alter φ on (2Λf l9 oo) to obtain a φ x yielding a dual pair Φ 1? Ψ x of Young's functions both satisfying the Δ 2 -condition, as earlier, then we know x 0 e dp(χ E B% μ ) = dρ(χ E Bξ iμ ) and we can now appeal to Theorem 1 to obtain u e B$* φE with ρ(χ E u) = x 0 , and |w| < M as above. Moreover for some θ G S n~ι ,χ E θ -y maximizes over B^μ ε at u, and with ί; the normalized element of L Ψi (μ E ) θ y/\\θ j;|| (so / ^(M) dμ E = 1) we know by Lemma 2° that (λ^Jwl, |ϋ|) lies a.e. on the extended graph of φ l9 (hence of φ since )}\u\ < ψ(m The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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